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SpectrumSCM has an excellent issue based approach to Source Code Management that
includes a well designed and integrated software development lifecycle that is easy to
customize for your needs and requirements. I originally reviewed this product in 2004 and
was impressed back then with its task and
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integrated suite. SpectrumSCM is way ahead
of other, more popular, SCM tools because it
is designed and built with a consistent and
integrated architecture. That means that users enjoy a delightfully integrated look and feel
across all of its supported platforms including Microsoft Windows, Linux, Unix (e.g. Solaris,
AIX, HP-UX), AppleMac, OpenVMS, and IBM OS/400. SpectrumSCM uses a database
(included and managed automatically by the product) to support the source code repository
and workflow functions while guaranteeing transactional integrity. The product requires
minimal administration and does not require downtime for backups and administration. The
GUI based interfaces are well designed and the product also supports a command line
interface (CLI) and an API for advanced custom functions.
FastTrack to effective SCM
Unwrapping and loading SpectrumSCM was an especially fun task because of the ease of
getting started that was a huge improvement over the last time that I reviewed this excellent
product. Most powerful SCM tools require a significant learning curve including training and
implementation support. However, SpectrumSCM surprised me with its Project Setup Wizard
which guided me through the required tasks of Naming the Project, Creating a main branch
and selecting my desired project lifecycle (you can design Agile or Waterfall lifecycles and
allow projects to pick the best fit for their needs). I followed the wizard and was up and
running in about 10 minutes. The company does offer onsite and public classes, but reports
that most users are able to master the tool with only a day or two of training. I believe this
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to be an accurate estimate based upon the clarity with which the user interface indicates what needs to be done at
each step of the process.
Here is what one customer, a principal engineer, at Oshkosh Corporation, a leading manufacturer and marketer of
specialty vehicles and bodies reporting in four primary business groups: Access Equipment, Defense, Fire &
Emergency and Commercial, told me about his companies' experience, "A little over four years ago when I started
at Oshkosh Corporation, they were primarily using MS Visual Source Safe for version control and had no software
change management solution in place. My previous experience had shown me the benefit of an integrated version
control and change management solution. It was easy to convince management that we needed something better,
but finding an integrated solution was not as easy as I had expected. We had SpectrumSCM working in just a few
hours, and began updating our software processes around its capabilities. As the scope of the project
management processes have grown, including becoming a CMMI level 3 organization, SpectrumSCM has been able
to keep up. About a year and a half ago, we added a web-based software peer review utility into our environment
and wrote Java middle-ware to connect it with SpectrumSCM. We did require some custom interfaces to best
accomplish this, and worked with Spectrum Software to have them add some new features for us. SpectrumSCM
was a great investment for my company and I have recommended it to many of colleagues."
Role Based
SpectrumSCM allows you to design role based workflows, using a graphical workflow editor, that allows for
establishing effective and flexible software development processes. These can include support for project
management (PMO), Development (e.g. requirements tracking), Development, QA (e.g. approvals), Release
Management (e.g. staging and release to production).
Users or their representatives can open CRs and enjoy reports and metrics to follow the entire lifecycle of the
project. Spectrum SCM supports the entire Application Lifecycle by allowing it to be viewed and managed from
each role within the development team.
Processes and automated workflow
Process Improvement often fails because developers and project managers fail to enforce the processes that they
had originally agreed to when the project was started. It is common for projects to have significant loss of
productivity and quality because short-cuts skip agreed upon steps in the development process that are essential
to effective software development. The only way to make process improvement persist is to implement an effective
and flexible automated workflow tool.
SpectrumSCM has its own integrated
workflow tool and makes following the
SDLC processes an implicit
requirement. The product also allows
you to customize your processes and
easily monitor their compliance. This is
an essential requirement for any
process improvement effort.
Compliance
Configuration Management has gotten
a tremendous amount of attention
these days as companies realize that IT
Controls must be in place in order for
any organization to pass audit
requirements including the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002 (SOX). Many
companies also must demonstrate that
they are at least CMMI level 2/3 in
order to successfully bid on
government contracts. SpectrumSCM
has many of the features needed to help companies meet these IT Governance and compliance requirements.
Compliance is a very hot topic these days and SpectrumSCM's ability to trace a CRs from inception to release
promotion to production is an essential requirement in any corporate or government environment. SpectrumSCM
has excellent support for change tracking.
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SpectrumSCM 3.0 also supports integration of Change Tracking and Release Management

File Version and Release History
Advanced branching and merging
SpectrumSCM has support for parallel development including branching patterns (e.g. Release branches including
patches, Sandboxes, Promotion). More complicated branching patterns are covered in their Branching and Design
Patterns Whitepapers (http://www.spectrumscm.com/WhitePapers/BranchingDesignPatternsupdate.pdf).
Synchronizing workspaces automatically analyzes file differences between the user's workspace and the repository.
SpectrumSCM Graphical Dashboard 1.0
SpectrumSCM 3.0 has a number of new and
exciting features including its new Graphical
Dashboard 1.0 which contains improvements in
its reporting, charting and analytics to support
PMs, team leads, QA engineers, and release
managers.
An extensive portfolio of charts and graphs allow
users to monitor the progress on any project.
This includes out-of-the box charts and graphs to
support the needs of team leads, QA managers,
project managers, release managers and
auditors. This comprehensive package
also includes standard reports such as CRs by
State/Severity, CRs assigned to User, and CRs
assigned by Phase as well as custom reports that
can meet the specific needs of the project.
Enhanced Project Management (PMO)
SpectrumSCM 3.0 has extensive new features to
support Project Management (PMO) functions
including Work Breakdown Structures (WBS) improvements. This means that CRs will display dependencies, and
whether or not they have WBS relationships. Details of the work-breakdown-structure can be viewed in report form.
Integration with Eclipse has been enhanced to support the capability to exclude files either individually or by patterns.
This function, commonly known as providing filters, is required by many sophisticated Integrated Development
Environment (IDEs) including many of the Eclipsed based tools.
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User functions have been improved including disabling (but maintaining history of) users and renaming user-ids,
while maintaining full traceability of all CRs.
New report features include extending hyperlinks to activate/show CR attachments directly from reports and a new
UI element allowing multiple choice (checkboxCombo) to allow selection of multiple list elements.
Conclusion
SpectrumSCM is a great Source Code Management tool that provides a complete CR/Task based lifecycle usage
model. The focus on a complete lifecycle and Change/Issue centric SCM lifecycle sets this product apart from many
of its competitors. SpectrumSCM is appropriate for small projects or large scale enterprise applications. If you are
ready to manage your SCM activities and processes in a complete and effective way then you should download
SpectrumSCM for your personal evaluation!
SpectrumSCM Pricing:
SpectrumSCM offers the best combination of value and functionality and is very cost effective for all sizes of users.
In fact the tool is very affordable for small teams, mid size team or enterprise level users.
SpectrumSCM licenses are always provided as "floating (concurrent) user" licenses, not "named user". Client
licenses start at $800 per floating license to $400 per floating license for larger volumes. The SpectrumSCM
Server license is $1,500 per license. Unlimited Site License option is available as well.
Company Contact:
Spectrum Software Inc.
5400 Laurel Springs Parkway
Suite 1004
Suwanee, GA 30024
Phone: +1 (770) 448-8662
email: sales@spectrumscm.com
website: www.spectrumscm.com
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